GCSE Music Performance
Performing and Expressive — Component 1
Section A: Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

Accuracy

How accurate the performance is in
regards to the music when being
marked

Technical control

Technique of playing the
instrument

Rhythm

The patterns of sound

Pitch

The notes played high/low

Tempo

How fast/slow the music is

Fluency

How flowing the music sounds

Performance
directions

The dynamics/tempo/written notes
to the performer in the music

Tone/sonority

The character of the sound

Intonation

Is it performed in tune?

Projection

How well the performer projects
their sound

Expression

Is the performance played with
expression and stylistic feeling?

Interpretation

Does the performer interpret the
music stylistically?

Communication

Does the performer communicate
the piece positively?

Style/Genre

Is the performance played in the
style of the genre of the piece?

Balance

Balance between the different
musical instruments/backing tracks

Performance Criteria

GCSE Music Performance
Performing and Expressive — Component 1
Section A: Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

Solo

A performance by a single
person

Ensemble

A performance by a group
(two or more)

Accuracy

The ability to play the piece
correctly without mistakes

Expression and
Interpretation

How well the music is
communicated and presented

Technical Ability

How difficult the piece is. The
need for instrument specific
techniques.

Score

The music musicians read
from when
practising/performing

Rehearsal

Playing through what you’ve
already learned

Practice

Repeatedly going through
sections of music and learning
new ones to improve the
piece.

Performing facts

GCSE Music Composition
Performing and Expressive — Component 2
Section A: Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

Development

How the music develops
rhythmically/melodically/the key
for example

Tone colour

The feeling of the music and its
qualities of the distinct sound

Mood music

Music that creates a certain
mood

Technical control

The control of musical elements
and how they are used for a
specific reason

Musical elements

DR SMITH e.g. Dynamics,
Rhythm for example

Music technology

The use of technology and
software to create a composition
showing your understanding the
software in your composition

Structure

The structure of your
composition e.g. Binary or
Ternary

Stylistic coherence

Features which demonstrate
understanding of a certain style
of music

Brief

One of your compositions will be
a brief, set by Eduqas on
September 1st 2021

Free composition

One of your compositions is your
choice and you can create a
composition based on anything

Composition Criteria

GCSE Music Composition
Performing and Expressive — Component 2
Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

Performance
directions

How you intend the piece to
be played

Structure

How the music is built – ABA /
AB/ ABACA/ Theme and
Variations

Rhythmic
Development

How the rhythmic ideas
progress through the piece

Melodic
Development

How Melodic Ideas progress
through the piece

Key signature

The different key
relationships, Major and
Minor

Instrumentation

The combination of
instruments chosen

Dynamics

Loud and Soft, changes in
volume through the piece

Composition Log

A journal/written record of
the composition process

Portfolio Guidance

Section A: Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

Repetition

A musical idea repeated

Contrast

A change of musical idea

Anacrusis

Starting before the 1st beat of the bar

Imitation

Repetition of a musical idea

Sequence

A musical idea repeated but changed
pitch

Ostinato

A musical idea which is prominent in a
piece of music and of interest

Syncopation

a shifting of the normal accent,
usually by stressing the normally
unaccented beats

Dotted rhythms

A rhythm using longer notes
alternating with shorter notes

Drone

A low, sustained tone, providing a
foundation for a higher pitched
melody.

Pedal

A sustained tone in the bass

Canon

a melody with one or more imitations
of the melody played after

Conjunct/Disjunct

Stepwise/leaps in a melody

Ornamentation

Melodic decoration

Broken
chords/arpeggios

A chord that is broken up

Phrasing

The shape of a sequence of notes to
allow expression,

Melodic/rhythmic
motifs

A melodic or rhythmic formula

Chord progressions

A succession of chords in order

Modulation

Systematically moving between keys

Dominant

The Vth chord/degree in a scale

Relative minor

Shared key signature

GCSE Music – Listening and Appraising AOS 1
Performing and Expressive — Component 3
Section B: Facts

GCSE Music – Listening and Appraising AOS 2
Section A: Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

Monophonic

One musical line

Homophonic

Melody and chordal
accompaniment

Polyphonic

Several important musical lines at
once

Unison

Every part is the same

Chordal

Based on chords

Melody and
accompaniment

A type of homophony

Round

Every part is the same but begins
at different times

Canon

three voices sing the same
melody, but with each voice
beginning at different times

Countermelody

a subordinate melody
accompanying a principal one

Ensemble types

Solo, duets, trios, backing vocals

Rhythm section

a group of musicians that
provides the rhythm, harmony
and pulse of the music

String quartet

Violin, Viola, Cello and Double
bass

Basso Continuo

Accompanying part that includes
a bassline and harmonies

Sonata

a composition for a soloist with
piano accompaniment, in several
movements with one or more in
sonata form.

Performing and Expressive — Component 3
Section B: Facts

Section C: Diagrams

GCSE Music – Listening and Appraising AOS 3
Performing and Expressive — Component 3
Section A: Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

Timbre

Different types of sound
production, such as choir voices
and musical instruments

Tone

Characterised by duration,
pitch, intensity, and timbre

Dynamics

How loud or quiet the music is

Leitmotifs

a recurrent theme throughout a
musical or literary composition,
associated with a particular
person, idea, or situation

Mood music

music intended to create a
particular mood or feeling

Music technology

Different types of technology to
create sound/music

Minimalism

Prominent features of
minimalist music include
repetitive patterns or pulses,
steady drones, consonant
harmony, and reiteration of
musical phrases or smaller units

Section B: Facts

GCSE Music – Listening and Appraising AOS 4
Performing and Expressive — Component 3
Facts

Section A: Key vocabulary
Vocab

Definition

32 bar song form

The basic AABA 32-bar song form
consists of four sections, each
section being 8 bars in length,
totalling 32 bars

Strophic form

A song structure in which all verses
or stanzas of the text are sung to
the same music

12 Bar Blues

One of the most prominent chord
progressions in popular music

Verse

The lyrics change each verse

Chorus

Generally the same lyrics repeated

Riff

A short repeated phrase in popular
music and jazz

Middle 8

A section in the middle of the song,
after the second Chorus in versechorus form

Bridge

A section of a song that's intended
to provide contrast to the rest of
the composition towards the end of
the song

Syncopation

Displaced beats or accents so that
the strong beats are weak

Chord progressions

Harmonic progression is a
succession of chords

Melismatic

Several notes on one syllable

Syllabic

One note per syllable in vocal music

Backing tracks

A recorded musical
accompaniment, especially one for
a soloist to play or sing along with

Primary chords

chords of the first, fourth and fifth
degrees

Secondary chords

A type of altered or borrowed chord,
chords which are not part of the key the
piece is in

Fill

A short musical passage for attention

Instrumental break

An interval between vocal sections

Improvisation

Immediate musical composition on the
spot/with vague planning

Loops

A repeating section of sound material

Samples

The re-use of a sound recording in
another recording

Panning

Manipulating the sound between the
right and left speaker signal

Phasing

Timing differences when combining
identical (or nearly identical) signals

